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A SPECTACULAR SLED RACE THROUGH THE VILLAGE.
Frankie-Four-Eyes and his team, including Sophie as the driver, take on the newcomers: the 
mysterious and conceited Zac and his athletic cousin Charly. The fantastic sled designed by 
Frankie disintegrates right before crossing the finish line. It is a bitter loss for Frankie who 
refuses to accept that he might have made some building mistakes. Together with his friends, 
he manages to prove that Zac cheated during the race. Frankie demands a rematch; which 
Zac accepts on condition that Frankie build an entirely new race track. Frankie and his friends 
build a spectacular race track. Zac realizes he is up against a worthy opponent, so he raises the 
stakes even more by cornering Frankie into adding a bet. As the two teams prepare for race 
day, Zac has no scruples about cheating even more to weight the outcome of the race in his 
favor. But Frankie and his team have a few surprises of their own in store for him. 

Racetime is the sequel to the 
highly successful SnowTime!

Genre : CGI Animated feature film
Duration : 82 minutes
Casting : tbc
Release : Winter 2018-2019, Canada
Director :  Benoit Godbout
Co-director :  François Brisson
Consulting Director and photo Direction : Jean-François Pouliot

Production Company : Carpediem  Film  &  TV
Executive producer/Producer : Marie-Claude  Beauchamp
Line producer: Sophie Roy 

Writers:  Paul Risacher and Claude Landry & Maxime Landry 

Artistic Director : Philippe  Arseneau-Bussières
Animation Directors : Jim Van Der Keyl, Yann Tremblay
Studio  3D : Studio  Singing  Frog

Distribution : Les Films Séville/Eone (Canada) / Pink Parrot Media (International)
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Sold in more than 
120 countries

• 2015 - Cineplex Golden Award for Feature Film
• 2016 – Le Gala du Cinéma Québécois - Billet d’or (Best sound)
• 2015 - Guichet d’or award  – Téléfilm Canada
• 2016 – AQPM – Prix Écran Canadien
• 2016 – Gala ADISQ - Félix ALBUM/DVD jeunesse
• 2017 – Silver Parent’s Choice Awards (USA)
• 2016 - Juniorfest IFF - Best Movie (Czech Republic)

 

• Jutra Nominee: Best Art Direction (Quebec)
• Sundance Film Festival 2016
• Zlin Film Festival 2016 (Czech Republic)
• BAFICI 2016 (Argentina)
• International Young Audience Film Festival Ale Kino! 2016 (Poland)
• Monstra Animation Film Festival 2016 (Portugal)
• SCHLINGEL Film Festival 2016 (Germany)
• Vzw Filemon 2016 (Brussel)
• ANNECY International Film Festival 2016 (France)
• Ottawa International Animation Festival 2016 (Canada)
• Shaw Rocket Prize 2016 (Canada)
• ANIMA - Brussels Animation Film Festival 2017 (Brussel)
• Meknés Film Festival 2017 (Marocco)

Awards :

NOMINATIONS  :

The results
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A Montreal native, BENOIT GODBOUT holds a Bachelor of Arts in graphic design at UQAM His passion 
for animation led Benoit to work as a Director and Artistic Director for many animation studios, on 
productions such as Snowsnaps, Les Grandes geules s’animent, Pérusse Cité, Fred’s Head, Toopy and 
Binou and Vie de Quartier.  He worked as a Character Designer for the feature film Snowtime! and Co-
Directed the documentary Au Québec avec Tintin for Télé-Québec alongside Jean-Philippe Duval. His 
science-fiction comic book series, Academies des chasseurs de primes is published by Les 400 coups.  
Benoit is also involved in many development projects for comic books as well as animation series. As of 
2017, Benoit has been Directing the feature film Snowtime2 which will be released in December 2018.  
Benoit won two Prix Gémeaux as a Director for the animation series Pérusse Cité and Fred’s Head.

BENOIT 
GODBOUT 

Director
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FRANÇOIS BRISSON has always been passionate about drawing - even as a child.  This led him to initially 
pursue a career in graphic design and creating comic books. He also found work in the animation industry 
and quickly mastered the skills needed. For the last 30 years François has been employed in all aspects 
of animation and is recognized for the quality of his work.
He was drawn to animation in the early 80s, at a time when the business was taking off and soon to 
boom in Montreal.  With his natural talent, he quickly moved up the ranks as he was creative, diligent 
and hard working.  In just a few years, he was proficient in all aspects of animation: in-betweens, 
animation, character and background design, story-boarding, and directing. He also worked on creating 
and adapting concepts in addition to art direction.
His work reflects a variety of styles.  In particular, he is masterful at adapting stories into animation. 
Many projects he worked on originated as children’s books, toys or comics. In «Cartoon Capers», (the 
reference book on the history of animation in Canada, published by McArthur and Company), the author 
Karen Mazurkewich writes: «François Brisson was a master of adaptation magic. It’s not an easy task, 
especially when authors insisting upon creative control do not understand the problems inherent in 
transferring their drawings to animation».
He was sought out for his talent and expertise and was invited to work on well-known international co-
productions such as: Marsupilami, Robinson Sucroe, Ripley’s Believe it or Not, Vor-tech, The Night Hood, 
Inuk and Adventures in the Lost World of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, which received a Gemini Award for 
Best Animation Series.
He recently co-directed the film Snowtime! (La Guerre des Tuques 3D), which was a huge box-office 
success in Quebec and in Canada and garnered international acclaim. He is currently involved in the 
production of the sequel, soon scheduled for theatrical release. He is also working on other animation 
projects at various stages of production and is devoting more time to what he loves best – creating and 
publishing his own comic books.

FRANÇOIS 
BRISSON

Co-director
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JEAN-FRANÇOIS POULIOT made his debut in the film industry, as a camera assistant, where he acquired 
substantial experience by collaborating on renowned productions such as Once upon a Time in America, from 
director Sergio Leone, and Hotel New Hampshire, directed by Tony Richardson. In 1988, he began working as a 
director for La Fab¬rique d’Images, one of Canada’s major producers of advertising films, where he directed ads 
primarily for Canada, but also for the United-States and for Europe. He was awarded a Silver Lion at the Cannes 
International Advertising Festival for one of his Loto-Quebec advertisements. Mr. Pouliot went on to become 
one of Canada’s most renowned advertising directors, signing, between 1992 and 2005, most of all 137 spots 
produced as part of the celebrated Bell Canada “Mister B” campaign. Mr. Pouliot released in 2003 his first feature 
film as a director, La Grande Séduction, a dramatic-comedy featured at Cannes’ prestigious Directors’ Fortnight 
in 2004. The film went on to receive tre¬mendous success throughout Canada and was acclaimed by critics both 
in Quebec and internationally. It was also featured in more than 65 international film festivals and projected in 
over 25 foreign countries, receiving, along the way, many distinguished awards. In 2006, Jean-François Pouliot 
released his second feature film, Le Guide de la Petite Vengeance, teaming up, once again, with scriptwriter Ken 
Scott. The film was awarded the Rouyn-Noranda Film Festival’s Audience Award and received four nominations 
to the 2007 Génie Awards, including those for Best Director and Best Film. One of his most recent feature films, 
Dr Cabbie, was a major Canadian Box office success when released in September of 2014. In 2015, he directed an 
animated version of the movie The Dog Who Stopped The War called Snowtime!, winner of the best Canadian 
box-office in 2015 as well as filming the quebec feature film Les 3 p’tits cochons. He is now working as a consultant 
director and photo director of the sequel of the movie Snowtime! called Racetime. 

JEAN-FRANÇOIS 
POULIOT

Consulting Director and photo Direction
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CLAUDE LANDRY is an experienced writer and is the author of Karl & Max, a TV series that smashed 
broadcasting ratings on Club Illico in December 2015, then on TVA in 2017. He is also known for his series 
Hommes en quarantaine that was a big success while being advertised at Series+ and TVA, two French 
Canadian major broadcasters. He is also the creator of the teenager series Zone de turbulence and 
Opération Caméléon. Claude is a very versatile writer, which allowed him to collaborate on over 500 
TV series episodes of all kinds, weather it is thriller, drama or comedy. With many feature films and TV 
series in development, Claude is at the peak of his career.  Most recently, he worked as a writer for the 
feature film Racetime, the sequel to the acclaimed movie Snowtime!

CLAUDE 
LANDRY

After his cinema and literature studies, MAXIME LANDRY starts his promising career as a co-writter 
for ten episodes of the series Karl & Max, a thriller series with a dose of humour, that was broadcast 
in 2016 on Club Illico and TVA.  Afterwards, he works as a writer for the movie Racetime, the sequel of 
the feature film Snowtime! which was awarded best box-office in Canada in 2015. While developing 
projects as a writer and a director, this movie lover excels as a story editor and dramaturgic helper. As a 
multidisciplinary artist, Maxime is also a composer, musician and singer of the rock band Cardinal. Most 
recently, he worked as a writer for the feature film Racetime, the sequel to the acclaimed movie Snowtime!

MAXIME 
LANDRY

Writers
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Professional illustrator and CGI animator, PHILIPPE ARSENEAU BUSSIÈRES studied in graphism at Ste-
Foy Cegep and increased his training at Centre NAD to become a CGI animator. From 1997 to 2000, he 
worked as a 3D animator for Ubisoft in Montreal and was engaged in the creation of video games such 
as Hype Time Quest, Tonic Trouble, Rayman 2, Donald Duck, Tarzan, etc. In 2001, he directed his first stop 
motion short film Tranche de rue, that was awarded audience and jury prices at Festival Vidéaste-re-
cherché(e) in Quebec. He then assured the artistic direction and animation of the movie La vie avec un 
brin de folie, produced but the National Film Board of Canada and was nominated at Annecy Festival in 
2004. From 2002 to 2005, he directed the storyboards of the movies: L’histoire du bas de Noël, La tradition 
de la bûche de Noël and Le baiser sous le gui, all produced by 10th Ave production in Montreal. He also 
worked as the artistic director for The Legend of Sarila from 2010 to 2012. In 2015, Philippe was committed 
to work on the reinterpretation in 3D of the movie The Dog who Stopped the War, called Snowtime! that was 
awarded best Canadian box-office in 2015. Most recently, he worked on the sequel, Racetime.

PHILIPPE 
ARSENEAU BUSSIÈRES 

Artistic Director

Writers

Over the course of working in feature films and TV series, PAUL RISACHER has produced, directed and 
written over two hundred hours of scripted fiction in drama, comedy and children’s programs for film 
and television. Paul is now working as a creative consultant for youth and family media entertainment. 
He as created, written or produced many projects such as: The Legend of Sarila, My Life Me, Silly 
Bitty Bunny, Anna Banana and The Big Garage. In the next months will be broadcasted the TV series 
Snowsnaps, which he created and for which he wrote a few episodes. Paul has previously worked as a 
writer and executive producer for the Quebec animation studio that composed Snowtime! a worldwide 
successful movie and also worked as a writer for the sequel, Racetime.

PAUL 
RISACHER
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Created in the spring of 2004, CARPEDIEM is a media entertainment company which focuses primarily 
on the family market. The skills and depth of experience of its founder Marie-Claude Beauchamp 
allows CarpeDiem to go from live action productions to 2d / 3d / stereoscopic animation to 
productions blending live action and CGI (GRAND STAR, MY LIFE ME). Whether feature films, television 
series, mobisodes, web and mobile games, CarpeDiem delivers top-quality programs that satisfy the 
most demanding viewers from three years old to one hundred three. Since the release of its second 
animated feature film theatrically in Canada, November 2015, by EOne/Seville LA GUERRE DES 
TUQUES 3D / SNOWTIME has received critical and popular success, dominating the Quebec market. 
US distribution and theatrical release has been secured and the movie was picked for screening at 
the Sundance Festival. There are more than 100 ancillary products tied to the film, ranging from toys 
to clothing to books to apps and games. A CD and soundtrack recording featuring Celine Dion, Simple 
Plan, Walk off the Earth and other artists has been released worldwide by Sony Records. 

CarpeDiem has a full development and pilot slate of family feature films and tv series including 
BUTTERFLY TALE (Canada), ARJUNA (Canada/France), CHRISTMAS CHAOS (Canada), as well as 
SNOWSNAPS an animated television series based on SNOWTIME!, ready for delivery and SNOWTIME 2  
that will be launch in december 2018. CarpeDiem hopes to breathe new life into the Quebec 
animation industry. 

MARIE-CLAUDE BEAUCHAMP
Executive producer/Producer

SOPHIE ROY
Line producer

Production Company
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Studio

Singing Frog Studio, founded in 2013, can handle any and all aspects of animation production to the 
highest standards. In addition, the studio is involved in the creation, development and investment in 
digital IP’s – film, television, on-line, mobile games and even merchandising, etc. Singing Frog Studio 
was the service studio for the acclaimed animated theatrical feature film La Guerre des Tuques 3D / 
Snowtime! It has taken this project from storyboard through design, animation and compositing to final 
images. Normand Thauvette’s experience in the film and television industry is wide and deep. His one 
hundred twenty hours of productions as an executive producer and producer, includes a wide range of 
both live action and animated productions including The Legend of Sarila, Grand Star, My Life Me, Le 
Petit Lapin Blanc and 15 Love. SSF is presently in production of a spin-off series of its biggest success, 
Snowtime! with the creation of Snowsnaps, a 52 x 5 min episodes series which the studio is responsible 
of all the animation steps. SSF also started recently the production of Snowtime2, a sequel to their first 
worldwide winning success Snowtime!.

NORMAND TAUVETTE
President
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financial partner

Provincial Tax Credit
Telefilm Canada

Le fonds Capital Culture Québec
Sodec

Federal TAx Credit
Canada Media Fund
Pink Parrot  Media

Carpediem Film & TV Inc.
eOne

Le  fonds Harold  Greenberg
Shaw-Rocket Fund

TELUS Funds
Quebecor Funds

Technicolor
The  Movie  Network

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
Radio-Canada
Super  Ecran
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